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when you have business or work that requires repetitive clicking, axife mouse recorder professional can help you get it done. simply
record what you do, and the program will repeat your actions automatically. axife mouse recorder professional is user friendly and you will

be able to record and pause your actions easily. the software includes different types of functions such as auto save, play-pause, and a
setup wizard. the software also has a very attractive and appealing interface. it looks clean and modern. if you like to record your mouse

action and keyboard and perform repetitive tasks, axife mouse recorder professional may help you out. with the basic edition of axife
mouse recorder, it allows you to record mouse and keyboard events, such as mouse movements, clicks, scrolling, and clipboard data. you

can record any running application as well. axife mouse recorder also allows you to monitor the hardware's cpu usage, memory usage,
and network traffic, which will help you in deciding when to adjust your hardware. do you want to do automatic task at scheduled time?

then this software is for you. you can do record your tasks with different functions. one of the best features is its user friendly interface. all
you need to do is to click on record to start recording. this is the frequent version of the axife mouse recorder rapid 6.5.0. each of the..

have been kept really basic in order to allow typical users to experience the application without having to invest valuable time.
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in case your preferred process is
not in the default menu choices,

you can add your own by
clicking on +. you can also
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delete it from the menu with the
- choice. the axife mouse

recorder is the best alternative
to recording and playing your
mouse or keyboard actions. it

works in almost any windows os
version including windows xp,

vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10 and provides
you the ability to conduct

computer maintenance, manage
your daily tasks and to write

down your personalized
comments in a clean and

concise manner. axife mouse
recorder 5.0 provides a

straightforward and easy-to-use
user interface. its fast and

responsive but it may take a
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little while to load and to start
the recording of an action. the

interface features three tabs. on
the left, you'll see a list of your

chosen category and their action
types. in the middle, you will see

the action you are ready to
record. finally, on the right, you

will see the list of recently
recorded mouse and keyboard

actions. click on the save icon to
either start or end the recording.
you can pause the action as well

as the entire recording by
clicking on the pause button. the

pacer is added as a context-
sensitive menu choice. you'll be
able to stop the recording from
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the quick settings or any
additional option option that

uses the left and middle group
buttons, the touchpad or mouse
wheel. in addition, you can begin

your activities as soon as you
click the record button. in

addition, the software includes a
powerful mouse recorder that
allows you to record mouse

movements as well as keyboard
events. with this software, you
can use the mouse pointer to
select a rectangular area, and

then mark the start and finish of
your mouse event. the program
can display a variety of useful
information about your mouse
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and keyboard activities.
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